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Introduction

This material has the aim to gather my understanding, my thoughts and my
theory about the topics “how to create something of innovative, a successful
solution for all the for all mankind”.
It is based on my personal life experience, my background and my family
formation. The thing that intrigues me most is to understand how some characters
in the story may have had the insights and intuitions that allow them to discover
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in the story may have had the insights and intuitions that allow them to discover
or invent some useful solutions for the entire world. Summarized below some
concepts related to this topic that would place between philosophy and strategy
(e.g. to lunch a new product, to make a new theory, to realize a new invention).
The word "philosophy" comes from the Greek and literally means "love of
wisdom", it is a way of thinking that can be placed halfway between science and
religion. Philosophy tries to give an explanation for all using the right.
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Assumptions

This documents is based on the following assumptions:
• the individual is at birth a "blank slate“ (“tabula rasa”) on which environmental

influences and other stimuli are able to affect anything (talent including)
• talent can be transmitted by heredity only partially
• the environment in which we grow in family, school, fun and work can affect a

person's talent or not
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person's talent or not
• the potential of the brain are endless, we use them only in part
• there are people who, under certain conditions, they find to be able to make

things difficult (complex calculations, perform and interpret music), and these
skills can be latent in our brains

• specific skill could be improved with studies and learning during the life
• all the workflow involving to create a solution is necessary to achieve a results,

except for a theory formulation (it not needs design and realization)
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Workflow of a Solution – High Level
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Workflow of a Solution - Details
Phase Description Factors 

Influencing
Notes Logo

Intuition Is the stage where it has an epiphany about a fact, 
something. It is something that happens regardless 
of our consciousness, is our brain that produces it, 
but without a personal will. Talent can help the 
intuition to show

•Talent Talent is influenced by:
•1/3 hereditary 
•1/3 life environment
•1/3 cultural training

Best image to represent the 
intuition is the apple of Newton

Idea The idea is the first voluntary form of intuition, the 
concepts take shape, you start to understand 
where this idea can be applied

•Talent
•Open mind
•Visionary

Best image to represent the 
idea is the lamp, as 
Archimede
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Design The design allows you to draw a concept or an idea 
into something structured

•Talent
•Specific skill
•Creativeness
•Methodology

Best image to represent the 
idea is the palette, as Picasso

Realization The construction is to build, often through 
prototypes, the idea through a project designed 
with materials and technologies currently best 
known and used

•Talent
•Specific skill
•Methodology
•Organization

Best image to represent the 
idea is a gear, such as 
Leonardo

Advertising Advertising and the diffusion of an idea or 
innovation is just as important as any other phase: 
without adequate publicity of a phenomenon, one 
can never reach the greatest number of people 
influenced

•Talent
•Organization
•Effective and Business 
Communication

To get to have a circulation of 
success: 
•to have a suitable sponsor
•to be in the right place at the right 
time
•follow all the events with great media 
attention and to be able to enter into

Best image to represent the 
idea is Steve Jobs
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